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On Tuesday, the 19th of April
2022, the apostolate and
community leaders in

Nigeria Province arrived at Mater
Dei, Akure, all set for a three day
workshop on capacity building
focused on leading and building
teams for mission. There were

about fifty (50) Sisters including
some members of the Board of
Trustees for the Province.

The workshop was facilitated by
Mr. Peter Bamkole, the Director of
Enterprise Development Center
(EDC) of the Pan-Atlantic University,
Lagos. He began by reviewing our

Charism and emphasizing on the
oneness being at the heart of what
we as Sisters of St Louis have signed
for and that this should  manifest  in
all aspects of our Mission.

On the first day, we looked at
the different aspects and qualities
of an effective team or group. He

 On Leading And Building Teams for Mission

NIGERIA PROVINCE HOLDS
CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP

—Rachel Ojo, SSL & Theresa Peter, SSL
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Report

reiterated that members of the
team are mutually committed to the
goals and to each other. This mutual
commitment also creates joint
accountability which brings a strong
bond or  a strong motivation to
performance.  He went further to
highlight the different aspect of
leadership including essential
qualities /skills of a leader, personal
qualities and achievement ,
principles of an effective leader,
special requirement of a leader, the
roles and responsibility of a team
leader as well as building and
developing a team.
The second day, he focused on
transition and succession planning
which he said is the strategy for
passing on leadership roles,
ensuring continuity and involves
cross training for a holistic
understanding and readiness. He
brought to our awareness that the
best time to start succession
planning is at the moment of
appointment and not towards the
end of leadership tenure.  A
question was asked, “If for any
reason you are no longer where you
are as a leader, can the next person
take up the position easily?” this
brought us to dwell on the need for
empowerment, training and skill
acquisition for growth and easy
transition.  He also emphasized on
the need for transparency and
accountability in dealing with
ourselves in matters affecting the
province especially on finance.
Therefore correct budgeting is an
essential element in the walk
towards sustainability of any
organizational finances. At the end
of these two days of intensive
interaction, we felt very empowered,
enlightened and refreshed. We
gained so much from his input given
from his wealth of experience in a
relaxed, interactive and humor-
packed atmosphere.

On the third day of our workshop,
we welcomed Sr. Racheal Alonge
(Civil Lawyer) and Sr. Matilda
Owolagba (Canon Lawyer) who
came to take us through the
administration of Temporal Goods
from the point of view of the Church
and the civil society respectively. The

later part of the evening was an
open forum where a lot of issues
affecting us as a province were
generally looked at.  It was a
worthwhile three days encounter
with one another and we were all
thankful to God for the opportunity.

Sisters during the programme

Sisters during group discussion Sisters during group discussion

L-R: Sisters Rachel Alonge & Matilda OwolagbaL-R:  Sisters Martha Chindo & Matilda Owolagba

Cross section of Sisters Cross Section of Sisters
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF ASSOCIATES OF ST LOUIS

The National Conference of
Associates of St. Louis was
held between 24th – 27th

March 2022 at St. Louis Convent
Boarding House Mokola Ibadan,
Oyo State. The theme of the
Conference was Synodality and our
expression of Sint Unum.  All the ten
Zones were represented. There
were 60 Associates and six Sister
Coordinators in attendance.

Sr. Margaret Yusufu the PLT
member in charge of the Associates
on behalf of the Provincial Leader,
Sr Christiana Kure, SSL welcomed
the Associates to the Conference,
delivered her goodwill message and,
declared the conference opened in
the company of the National Sister
Coordinator - Sr. Veronica Odida on
Friday 25th March, 2022. The
message delivered by Sr. Margaret
was centred around Sint Unum,
Mission and, Synodality.

Sr. Matilda Owolagba SSL, in her talk
on Synodality and expression of Sint
Unum defined Synodality as a call to
journey together, having
conversations, listening to one
another and the Holy Spirit as the
Church prepares for the synod.   Sint
Unum; Oneness of all is the
business of the Sisters of St Louis,
their Associates and all those who
collaborate with them in the world.
Group sharing took place and every
voice was heard around some
shared questions.

The second talk was given by
Princess Shade Oso, from Ibadan
zone; emphasis was laid on our
need to listen to one another and
not to judge and dismiss the other
as not being valid, or good enough.
The more we listen the more we
grow together. Our expression of
Sint Unum, our unity in the universal
Church hinges on how to resolve the

moral issues of homosexuality, Gay
Marriages, Euthanasia, Celibacy,
Polygamy, Cultism etc. She
encouraged everyone to Participate
and speak out in the conversation
on Synodality in our different
Parishes.

We joined the Pope virtually, in
the Act of Consecration of Russia
and Ukraine to Our Lady  on Friday
25th March, 2022.

General Chapter Documents
were given to the Sister
Coordinators for active members of
their zones. The Documents, will
guide our future directions for the
next six years.
  The Conference came to a close
with the Holy Mass at 6:30 a.m. on
the 27th March, 2022.

—Sr. Roseline Fatoba, SSL

L-R: Mrs. Victoria Didam (Assistant Secretary); Mrs. Mary Adubiaro (PRO, Treasurer); Mrs. Mercy Akomolede (Secretary); Mrs. Margaret Balogun
(President) and, Mrs. Phoebe Usu (Vice President).
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One-fifth of the estimated
global total, or between
110 million and 190 million

people, experience significant
disabilities. Persons with disabilities
are more likely to experience
adverse socioeconomic outcomes
such as less education, poorer
health outcomes, lower levels of
employment, and higher poverty
rates. These are the key challenges

the House of Providence Special
School for Children with Intellectual
Disability Yemetu, Ibadan in
conjunction with the Sisters of St
Louis Community Based
Rehabilitation (CBR) aimed to solve.
I was opportuned to witness, as they
congregated to celebrate and have
funfairs this year. They danced, sang
and dazzled the audience with
amazing presentations.

The theme for this year was:  A Call
for Inclusive Education, in the Society
and Respect for the Dignity of
Person's With Disability. The theme
exposed the fact that involving
learners and fostering the
participation of learners in the
learning process has been proven to
be the best for persons with
disabilities.

Back in the days, persons with
disabilities were excluded
from the society and school.
In 1970, a new policy was
promulgated, which prompted
these persons to be included rather
than forcing them to adapt to the
class, support facilities and relevant
curriculum be provided for better
learning opportunities.

Persons with disabilities deserve
education rather than excluding
them, the program should be
adjusted to meet their needs.

Pupils and other children
present at the event, were taught
that persons with disabilities are not
to be excluded, discriminated or
mocked, rather, they should be
motivated, loved, supported and
encouraged to maximize their
potentials.

The Sisters of St Louis
Community Based Rehabilitation
(CBR) ably represented by Sr.
Christie Udebor the headmistress of
Louisville Nursery and Primary
School Mokola, Ibadan with some
members of staff  and  pupils, paid
a warm visit to these persons and
gave gifts both monetary and
toiletries, in other to show them love
and support.
All children can learn.

We Ring The Bell 2022

—Olayemi Franklin Olanrewaju  (LouisvilleTeacher)

Pupils Louisville Nursery & Primary School, Ibadan during the event

Pupils Louisville Nursery & Primary School, Ibadan during the event
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The Sisters of St. Louis Nigeria Province were well
represented at the burial ceremony of Mama
Bibiana Tyusah Kure (the mother of Sister

Christiana Kure, the Provincial Leader of the Sisters of St.
Louis, Nigeria Province).   The burial took place on Friday
8 April 2022  at  the family compound in Kwarabe, Kaduna
State of Nigeria.  Mama Bibiana who died at the age of
88 was said to be a patient listener, generous to
everyone, cheerful and a good companion.  According to
the tribute delivered by her children, Mama was a
courageous and strong woman who never gave up
quickly but persevered and endured the challenges of
life.

The homilist in his reflection on death, noted that
there is no better time to prepare for death than now for

death will come at the appointed time.    He added that
every death is an experience of the living and not of the
dead.  In other words, Mama Bibiana will never
experience death again.  He therefore called on all to put
aside the pretence that death is far away and be prepared,

The Bishop in his words of consolation to mama’s
children assured them of his support.  He praised Mama
who before her death, witnessed the death of five
children and as a woman of faith,  generously gave four
of her children in service to God through the Catholic
Church.  (Two Priests, Sister Christie  and one other who
is no more alive).

May the soul of Mama Bibiana Kure and the souls of
all the faithful departed, through the mercy of God rest
in pace, Amen.

 Mama Bibiana Kure Laid to Rest

At the grave side Sr. Christie reading the tribute

Sr. Margaret Yusufu condoling the family on behalf of the Province

Sr. Agatha Nwanyanwu taking the readingCross Section of the Religious Women during the Mass

Cross Section of the Priests during the Mass

—Anthonia Eneanya, SSL
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In the first week of April  2022,
the Louisville family,
Gwagwalada was paid an

official  visit by Sisters  Francisca
Nwachukwu, ssl and  Rachael
Alonge, ssl who came all the way
from Ondo and  Oyo States
respectively. The purpose of
their visit was to  check and
control the quality of Louisville
Girls Secondary School as an
institution owned and managed
by the Sisters of St. Louis, Nigeria
Province.  At the end of their visit
they addressed the Louisville
Students on the things they
observed during their stay. They
commended us as a school for
being academically sound, but
also encouraged us to be morally
attentive to the things around
us.  They also told us that there
are different ways to express our
displeasure about things without
exhibiting rudeness. They

encouraged us to strive and heed
to formation as everyone here is
working together to see that we
become the best. They also
made us understand that not
only are we here for academics
but we are also here for morals,
and our teachers are a group of
people placed to guide us. They
made us understand the
difference between our rights
and responsibilities, and also
understand that it is not every
correction we should claim as
our rights. They further pointed
out the fact that when teachers
are trying to make us know what
is right, it does not mean they are
abusing us.

After the address, the
students thanked them for their
words of advice and wished
them a safe journey back to their
destinations.

MONTORING, EVALUATION
AND LEARNING

—Olumorin Temiloluwa Abisola (Assistant Head Girl 1)

 L-R:  Sisters Rachel Alonge, Francisca Nwachukwu, Veronica Orunmoluyi with some of the school captains
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In the spirit of Lenten observance, the Religious
Men and Women in the Archdiocese of Ibadan
came together in their different denaries with

the little they have to share with the less privileged
and those in need. Still in the same spirit some of
the Religious Communities with elderly and the sick
ones were visited.

It was so inspiring as smiles were seen in the
faces of those visited.  The following congregations
were in attendance at the central denary: the
Redemptorist,  Immaculate Heart Sisters,
Claresians,  Dominican Sisters, Salesians, Servants
of Charity and the Sisters of St Louis.

Places visited were: Dominican Fathers in
Samonda, Servants of Charity in Moniya, Nazareth
Home, Children with special need at the Servants
of Charity, Special School and Rehabilitation Centre
for intellectually challenged persons at Olukitibi
village in Ibadan.

Visit To The
Less Privileged
—Grace Abaukaka, SSL
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The Seder Meal (Passover
Meal) celebration took place
on Wednesday, April 6th

2022 at the Lagos State Government
Social Welfare Rehabilitation and
Training Centre, Owutu- Ikorodu. It
was organised by the Sisters of St.
Louis and facilitated by Abbè Louis
Bautain Retreat and Catechetical
centre team.

Present at the Meal were: 14
volunteers of the Samaritan project,
four Sisters and Fr. Anthony
Aderibigbe who gave the input on
the biblical background of seder
meal, the relevance of the meal to
the paschal mystery, the connection
between seder meal and the
eucharistic celebration which Christ
instituted and commanded us to do
in remembrance of Him.

It was a joyous and meditative
moment for us all especially the
Volunteers who were just
experiencing it for the first time.
The fundamental theme for the
Passover is redemption. For us,
Passover means not only the
corporal departure from Egypt, but
our spiritual passing over from the

bondage of sin as well. The aim of
the seder meal is to bring the events
and miracles of the past deliverance
from Egypt into the present, so that
each of us, can personally come out
of bondage. We are to bear witness
to God’s redeeming action in the
past, to act in conformity with his
will in the present and to renew our
hope in further redemption.
  The idea of having Seder meal
did not originate from the Jewish
people themselves, it was rather
God’s own idea.   It stands as a
memorial of  how God intervened in
the history of Israel.   How He
delivered them from the hands of
Pharaoh and the Egyptians and led
them out of Egypt into the land of
freedom.

Consequently, After the fall of
man in Genesis, God made a
promised that He is going to redeem
the world.     Jesus is the new lamb,
and what that lamb represents is
deliverance and liberation.   At the
night of the Passover, Jesus did not
only eat the Jewish Passover, but He
established and instituted a new
Passover, the Christian Passover,

that is what is known today as the
Eucharist in which Christ gave
Himself as a living sacrifice and
sealed the new covenant.

Christians often refer to the
risen Jesus as the “Lamb of God”
and have likened His suffering,
death, and resurrection to the
original Passover of the Hebrews,
calling the Jesus-experience the
paschal mystery. Jesus requested
that his followers should forever
honour and remember his Passover
from death to new life in God
through celebration of the
sacrament called Eucharist.
Therefore, as Yahweh commanded
the Hebrew people to forever
remember their original Passover
from slavery to freedom by God’s
love and power.  Therefore, Passover
is the great Jewish feast of
redemption and liberation in which
in Christianity, we believe that at
the Passover seder, Jesus instituted
the Eucharist.

REFLECTION ON THE 2022 SEDER MEAL CELEBRATION
ORGANISED AT THE SAMARITAN PROJECT

—Ann Amadi, SSL

L-R: Sisters Ann Amadi, Juliana Egbeleke, Maria Ehikioya & Stella Akinwotu Sister Stella Akinwotu setting for the event

Sister Stella Akinwotu setting for the event Setting for the event
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Children and adolescents have the basic human
right to determine who touches them - and we
have a responsibility to prevent sexual abuse.

Did you know that we in Nigeria signed to uphold this
right to protect and prevent?  Except for the US, every
country said "Yes, we will protect our girls and boys from
sexual abuse.’’

African Health Sciences Vol. 18 Issue 2, June 2018 study
asking adolescents (age 10 to 19) self-report found that
25% of adolescents reported experiencing CSA, mainly
from boyfriends and neighbours and only 34% ever
disclosed their abuse.

In another study of nearly 400 parents and their young
children (under age 15), 47% of parents believed that
their children could not be sexually abused, but 27%
often left children alone and unsupervised.

In communal living communities (like Nigeria);
● where child sexual abuse is seldomly talked about,
● and a sister still shares a bed with a brother,
● nephews and nieces live in the same room,
● extended family members sharing a room apartment

and
● children are left under the care of friends and

acquaintances.
We need to be aware that abuse is perpetrated by
people trusted and known to a child: like parents, sisters,
nephews, nieces, cousins, domestic help, friends,
drivers, teachers, community and religious leaders.

How Can We Protect, Prevent and React to Child Abuse?
There are 6 simple and practical actions:
1. We must all learn the facts about child abuse.
2. We must minimise the opportunity.
3. We must talk about it, listen to our children and be

gentle with them.
4. We must recognise signs of abuse.
5. We must react responsibly.
6. We must build their resilience, self-worth and self-

compassion if they have been abused.

How Can Children Be Part of the Solution?
Children must learn the safety tips, and applying them
always will protect them especially when they need to
stay safe.  We must teach our children the following Body
Safety and Boundary Rules:

Have You Been Abused?
It is never your fault if anyone abuses you or makes you
feel anxious or touches you in an unsafe way.

If you have any concerns or suspicion about your
child or children around you, please, visit your
nearest:
1 Ministry of Women Affairs
2. Law Enforcement Agency
3. Child Protection officer of your organisation
4. Trusted adult/parent

It Is Time to Be Part of the Solution!
Let us overcome the culture of silence about Child Sexual
Abuse.  Let us be vigilant!

Child Sexual Abuse is often an elephant in the room, and
everyone knows it is a serious issue
but remains a difficult conversation to have!

Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) -
It Is Time to Be Part of the Solution
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We are continuing
from where we
stopped last month

this month we are looking at
Stressors.

Stressor:  is anything that
disturbs  the normal
condition of an organism, be
it  external stimulus or  an
event seen  as causing  stress.
Psychologically speaking, a
stressor can be events or
environment that an
individual might consider
demanding, challenging,
overwhelming  and or
threatening individual’s
safety.

Examples of Stressors to
mention but a few:
Excitement (Eustress),  job
promotion, falling in love,
vacation plans etc.
● Stress: Heavy traffic,

Excess work and time
pressure.

● A n x i e t y : F a m i l y
relationships, over work,
potential job loss, troubles
with law etc.

● Depression: (distress)
Death, job loss, injury/

illness, lighting, Noise, air
quality and pollution etc.

Stress is a response to  an
external course such as a
tight deadline at school or
having an argument with a
friend. It  subsides once the
situation has been resolved.
Stress is often precursor
(common trigger) to anxiety…
The key is: recognize  what
triggers  your stress and the
specific emotion you are
feeling at that moment. If you
recognize it you can manage
it. Stress is also  usually a
precursor to anxiety and
anxiety is usually a precursor

to depression. These have a
long time negative effect on
individual’s health and they
share the same emotional
and physical symptoms  of
uneasiness, tension,
headaches, high blood
pressure and loss of sleep.

What are your stressors?
 See chart…

Please spend sometime
reflecting on ‘stressors’ and
identify your stressors. Next
month when we shall round
off this topic until then, deal
with stress  before stress
deals  with you.

Dear family and friends,

Janet Makinde, SSL

What Are
Your

Stressors?
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Pre-colonial education in
Nigeria was basically
traditional home-schooling

or religion-based. History has it
that the first formal education was
initiated by the Anglican Church
with the establishment of an
elementary school in 1843 in
Badagry. By 1914, 11 government
secondary schools, 91 mission
secondary schools, 59 government
and private elementary schools
had been established. However, by
1977, all private and faith-based
schools in Nigeria had been
forcefully taken over from their
owners by the ruling military
junta. A sad reality indeed. Since

then, the standard of education
has nose-dived and left this all-
important aspect of nation
building in a pitiable condition.

A well-respected author and
publisher, Chief Joop Berkhout,
known as the father of book
publishing in Nigeria and the
founding managing director of
Evans Brothers had this to say at
an interview with Guardian
newspaper when he turned 90
years old a few years back, “… in
those days, Nigeria was a goldmine
for anybody. Few population and
large opportunities. All secondary
schools were in the hand of
voluntary agencies. There were

only a few schools owned by the
government. Taking  over
schools was the biggest mistake
made in the country by the
military. The problems are still
with us today. Before the takeover,
every school was independent.…
Teachers from all over the world,
expatriates were teaching. They
knew what was necessary. Moral
standard was high. Now, the
number of schools  has increased
but no standard.” 1

Every concerned Nigerian can
resonate with Chief Berkhout’s
opinion. Judging by the
disheartening stories trending on

social media, both
private and public
schools have become
breeding grounds for
immorality and all
sorts of abuses –
substance, sexual,

physical, neglect, bullying,
emotional, etc. Indiscipline is the
order of the day. Examination
malpractice has become a booming
business in institutions. How
much attention is the government
paying to education in Nigerian
public schools? How adequate are
the staffing and funding of these
schools? How effective are
government policies to facilitate
qualitative education in our public
schools? How are children in public
schools faring compared to their
counterparts in well-run private
and mission-based schools? How
are learners in state-run public
schools when compared to their
counterparts in states where the

hitherto-seized schools have been
returned to their original owners?
A tale of different strokes!

Now, learners are crying out for
help. How can we help them when
the government has no structure
in place to finance schools, mentor
teachers and monitor the running
of the schools they are still holding
on to although they are in no way
improving the conditions? How can
we help them when parents are
rejoicing that their children are
attending free schools regardless
of their substandard nature? How
can we help them when religious
bodies and teacher unions, for
reasons best known to them, are
against the call to return schools
to their proprietors?

Needless to say, these schools are
no longer safe, and the
unwholesome activities therein are
extremely inimical to holistic
formation of learners. Therefore,
our children are calling, crying and
cringing, begging for us to save
their souls. How can we then wipe
the tears of the children who want
to learn but have found themselves
in murky waters of politicised and
deficient public educational
system? How can we intervene and
calm the fears of posterity? How
can we comfort the hearts that are
yearning for more? How would our
forebears have responded in times
like this?

1https://guardian.ng/interview/govern
ment-takeover-of-schools-biggest-
mistake-in-nigeria/

Save Our Souls: Our Children
are Calling, Crying, and Cringing.

…our children are calling, crying and cringing,
begging for us to save their souls. How can we
then wipe the tears of the children who want to
learn but have found themselves in murky
waters of politicised and deficient public
educational system?

“

“
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May

1st Sr. Josephine Tiav Feastday

8th Sr. Bridget Monehin Birthday

11th Sr. Patricia Ojo Birthday

12th Sr. Theresa Peters Birthday

13th Sr. Fidelia Amoko Birthday

20th Sr. Monica Ogodo Birthday

22ⁿd Sr. Rita Akin-Otiko Feastday

22ⁿd Sr. Rita Mary Buseni Feastday

22ⁿd Sr. Anthonia Eneanya Birthday

24th Sr. Celestina Isaac Birthday

25th Sr. Madeleine Ohiri Feastday

25th Sr. Janet Makinde Birthday

And Feastday

Editorial

Dear Sisters and Friends,

Wishing our esteemed readers a happy Easter!
another edition of our Contact Newsletter. We hope
you will find it enriching. Thank you for staying with
us throughout the year 2021. Remember to send us
your comments.

Kindly follow us on our social media networks:

Thank you and God bless!

Anthonia Eneanya, SSL
Editor
toniauc@yahoo.com
+234 (0)703 792 9969

Graphics Layouts & Designs

Akintunde Isaac Taiwo
Anthonia Eneanya, SSL

Facebook: Fb.me/sistersofsaintlouisnigeria

Twitter: https://twitter.com/SistersLouis

Instagram: @sistersofstlouisnigeria

Send articles to sslcomm.ng@gmail.com and
expect to get Contact and updates via this mail
address regularly.
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